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Situation in Haiti 
February 2023 

     Things remain largely unchanged.  There is still no President of the country, and no elections are currently 

planned.  The last remaining elected Senators have left office and there is no elected government. The Prime 

Minister Ariel Henri rules by degree. 

 

     Travel is restricted to isolated areas of the country. Travel from some areas to the Southern Peninsula is 

nearly impossible.  Not only is the main pinch point at Martisant closed but the alternative over the mountains 

thru Labule 12 has now been cut off by a gang controlled by Ti Makak. The only way to Les Cayes or Jeremie 

is by air. The gangs are allowing one bus line to pass thru Martissant if a ransom is paid by each passenger.  

Travel north to St Marc/Archahaie is blocked by gangs in the Cannan/ Croix des Boquets areas. The only way 

to go to La Gonave is to go north towards Mireblais and then double back to St. Marc and then to Montrouis to 

catch the fly boat to Ans A Galets. Travel north to Cap Haitien by road is sometime good sometimes not. 

     

     Gang related violence remains an issue.  Murders, rapes, kidnappings are a daily occurrence. Extreme care 

must be used when traveling anywhere in the country because disturbances can start with no warning. Many 

people have fled their violence prone neighborhoods and have taken up temporary residence with friends, 

neighbors, or family. The wealthy Haitians who already have valid US visas have left the country. Thousands of 

people are trying to leave the country under the Biden initiative. That program is fraught with issues and only 

time will tell if it is positive option. 

 

     The Canadian military had reconnaissance flyovers for a few days and has now station naval vessels offshore 

to “assist with surveillance of gang activities.” 
 

Youth Retreats 
 

     The annual Youth Retreats are being conducted in the Circuits. These retreats are an alternative to Carnaval 

activities. The retreats last from Friday thru Ash Wednesday and feature seminars in Bible study, better living 

with stress. And generally, how to be a better Christian.  These retreats are an excellent way to develop the 

young church leaders for the future.  I constantly here from donors that they want to do development work. 

What better way to develop the future leaders of the Church and the country of Haiti than to invest in these 

Youth Retreats.  If you have it in your heart to support this program, contact me and we can work out the plans 

for channeling the finances. 

 

     The retreat here at Freres has about 150 youth from Port au Prince, Petionville and Carrefour. The youth are 

housed at various locations. The guesthouse has 34 young ladies, so I am staying busy. Similar retreats are at 

Les Cayes Circuit (Torbeck), Petite Goave/Miragone, La Gonave (Anse A Galets), and Cap Haitien. 

 

Each of the retreats is being funded by the Circuits involved.  All are falling short of the funds required for food 

and transportation.  Generous donations for assisting will be greatly appreciated. 
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Activity Report 
     Several construction projects are continuing: 

La Gonave Manse Work is slowly progressing for the 

new manse at Anse A Galets. Stone 

and sand for the foundation has been 

locally funded, purchased and 

delivered. The solar powered well 

pump is being purchased through a 

grant from UMCOR and should be 

delivered and installed soo.  
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Durocher Church Construction continues on a new 

church sanctuary at Durocher in the 

Les Cayes Circuit. Sponsor is Lebanon 

UMC, Lebanon New Hampshire. 

 

Jeremie Security 

Wall 

Construction continues on the repairs 

to the Jeremie Guesthouse Security 

wall. More funding is required to 

complete this important work. 

 

Reconstruction of 

Vialet 

A project to reconstruct the Agriculture 

Center at Vialet has been approved 

with a grant from UMCOR. Final plans 

and budget are being submitted with 

reconstruction to begin soon. 

 
Gebeau Security 

Wall 

Work has begun on the rebuild of the 

security wall at the Gebeau 

Compound.  The project is sponsored 

by EPRS. 

 

Oliviere Medical 

Clinic 

Construction continues for a new 

medical clinic at Oliviere.  Phase 2 is 

complete and funds have been received 

for Phase 3. Sponsor is Christ United 

Church in Sugarland Texas.   

 

Auto Mechanic Shop 

at Gebeau 

Work has begun to repair and return to 

service the auto repair shop at Gebeau 

damaged by Hurricane Matthew in 

2016.  Sponsor Hearts for Haiti 
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New Homes for 

Haitians 

Several shelter houses are being built 

in the Jeremie area for people who 

have no roof over their heads. 

Sponsors include Hearts for Haiti and 

Jeremie Rising. 

 
A retirement home 

for Sister “A”. 

Sister Alouette, the long time cook at 

the Jeremie Guesthouse is retiring. 

Hearts for Haiti is building her a 

retirement home on land in the Gebeau 

neighborhood donated by EMH. The 

work is near completion. 

 

Medical Clinics Mobile Medical Clinics continue to be 

scheduled from the Gebeau Medical 

Clinic. Future funding is required to 

keep this program alive. 

Once a week staffing of the medical 

clinic at Furcy continues. 

 

A group from Virginia has pledged to 

do some repair work at the clinic at 

Sous Phillipe and to fund a doctor and 

nurse to staff the clinic pat time. 
 

Gebeau Church Jeremie Rising has announced plans 

for reconstruction of the small church 

at Gebeau. The building inspector has 

decreed that the structure must be torn 

down and rebuilt. A design and budget 

have been prepared and funds are 

being raised. 

 

 

A Look to the Future 
 

As you can see in the Activity Report above, activity for donor sponsored project in Haiti totally executed by 

Haitians has started to increase. 

 

As we cautiously proceed with plans for mission  work in Haiti, keep your support, physical, spiritual and 

emotional as well as financial coming this way.  The biggest thing the people of Haiti need is hope. They need 

tangible evidence that their hope is real. 


